
ARPOOL IRIS

made for all, not everyonemade for all, not everyone



CREATE A NEW VISUAL EXPERIENCE 

IN YOUR POOL WITH DEPTH ILLUSIONS, 

WAVE EFFECTS AND RUNNING LIGHTS



INDIVIDUAL IRIS ENGINE ANGLE SETTING
¡	 	each engine can rotate independently  

via simple mechanical system  
(SINGLE, DOUBLE, TRIPLE OPTION)

MULTI DIRECTIONAL
¡	 	covers dark areas created by blind spots  

in curved pools on both x and y axis 360° 

MULTI LAYER DISTRIbUTION
¡	 	adjustable engine allows for penetration  

of light beyond optical capability with  
circumferential individual engine rotation  
(20 degrees) 

¡	 	horizontal and vertical installation option

SINGLE CCT OPTION FOR  
COMPLETE INSTRUMENT
¡	 	3x3000K, 3x4000, 3xRGBW  

SINGLE OPTICAL OPTION FOR  
COMPLETE INSTRUMENT
¡	 	3x15 degrees, 3x40, 3x60

GLARE MANAGEMENT
¡	 	adjustability allows for on-site glare control  

and alignment

DeSIgn



SUSTAInABILITY
EASY SINGLE ENGINE REPAIR
¡			IP68 connector allows for quick access  

and removal of individual IRIS engines  
for maintenance and repair

 

SINGLE ENGINE REPLACEMENT
¡			easy replacement of single or all engines  

without water removal
 

RETROFIT OPTION
¡			fully sustainable life-cycle with 10 years  

engine availability



PeRFORMAnCe
SS316L 
¡	 	chlorine saline environments
¡	 	all material is submitted to a micro coating  

(passivation) treatment to provide increased  
durability and extend material lifetime

TEMPERED GLASS
¡			increased output, optical quality and impact  

resistance (IK10)

SINGLE FEED (LIFETIME EXTENSION  
AND EASED MAINTENANCE)
¡			from connector to dry area/control room

INTEGRATED IP68 ENGINE CONNECTOR
¡			allows access and easy replacement of individual  

engines within water and switched on
¡			made of highly resistant polymer materials with  

latest water sealant technologies

GALVANIC CURRENT GROUNDING TAb
¡			connection to grounding from system to prevent  

galvanic current material decay
¡			cable storage for easy maintenance without pool  

water drainage



PeRFORMAnCe
IP68
¡		permanent submersion for depths up to 5m

IP68 HOUSING
¡			completely sealed and optimised for water  

circulation to provide maximum heat dissipation

THERMAL FOLD bACk SWITCH
¡			automatic current adjustment based on thermal  

reading optimises power level of LED board to extend  
LED lifetime

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
¡		3x15W engines 3x1200lm delivered
¡			concrete installation only, installation housing  

replacement not required



SAFeTY
RECESSED INSTALLATION

CHILD SAFETY MECHANISM
¡	 	tilt angle designed at 20 degrees max  

to provide an injury free operation

LOW VOLTAGE OPERATION
¡	 12V/24V operating voltage

PeRFORMAnCe
IP68
¡		permanent submersion for depths up to 5m

IP68 HOUSING
¡			completely sealed and optimised for water  

circulation to provide maximum heat dissipation

THERMAL FOLD bACk SWITCH
¡			automatic current adjustment based on thermal  

reading optimises power level of LED board to extend  
LED lifetime

MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY
¡		3x15W engines 3x1200lm delivered
¡			concrete installation only, installation housing  

replacement not required
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